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William,
I have received no response as yet to confirm the full scope of

2775936 - FOIR REQUEST.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/gmp-genocide-report-int-06a1-0004545-21
Subject: GMP Intelligence gathering file:

INT/06A1/0004545/21

These are the component FOIR parts: 1-4, from our emails:
GMP PS E Green 14908 has been informed it has been investigated and there is nothing to be found and the matter is closed.
It's NOT closed, it's a cover up that will cost many lives, un investigated.
Questions:
1. Who has done the investigation and audit?
2. What Evidence have they looked at?
3. What is their professional standing in Defence Energy Weapons, 5G/ LED lighting wavelength and protection/ Asymmetrical Warfare/ Vaccines/ Bio Weapons etc
4. Which medical experts did they consult with? etc.
The 5G and LED implementation alongside a confirmed Bio Weapon/ Jab programme has created an environment that contravenes the Nuremberg Code on many fronts and will see GMCA/ Trafford etc residents in time dropping like flies. This is Genocide - Democide.
Once you are aware that there was No Pandemic, No Virus (See Prima Facie Evidence bundle), https://1drv.ms/u/s!ApCwWYmI_p2DhvllVcBwSeuOb6WhDw?e=bN77T5
The PCR tests aren't fit for purpose and are toxic, there is No Contagion you are left with 5G EMF's/ LED 666 terahertz - 450Nano Meter, 868 MHz urban radar components and phased array units placed on street furniture and a Jab containing nano particulates (Metals - Tungsten, Trace
Mercury and Aluminium) See We The People, Part 2 Case Study 5.
https://www.we-the-people.co.uk/part-2-case-studies
It's a killer combination. Evidence shared with GMP on the understanding they would review and work towards a crime number being raised indicates now that they are trying to get out through the GMP Economic Crime Unit closure statement. This won't happen.
This evidence alongside the ex PC Mark Sexton's tabled evidence to Leamington Spa Constabulary shows why we have a terrorist attack underway on the UK population. It's referred to as asymmetrical warfare.
Mark Sexton's video is in this thread also other supporting materials:
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/americas-frontline-doctors-amazon-takedown-5g-durham-council-conflict-councils-bought

These are the component parts confirming: 5-6
Take my questions 1-4 and find out who in GMCA is attempting to block the Crime Number as GMP are paid for out of GMCA's budget. Who is pulling PS E Green 14908 strings.
Is it Andy Burnham as self appointed Police Commissioner?
Please also provide the data for deaths/ burials and cremations for 2018 - 2019 - 2020 and 2021 to date.
Ian Hopkins was sacked or retired early in December 2020 this is related, FOIR GMCA was copied: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/affidavit-statement-of-truth-day-7-process-end-22-12-20
We need names, technical expertise if used and who has attempted to close down the Intelligence building exercise as this by now should be a crime report as agreed with GMP, Central Park, Northampton Road in April. 24.04.21

In summary
Is it Andy Burnham who is attempting to close down the intelligence gathering file or somebody else pulling GMP's, PS E Green 14908 strings. The Greater Manchester public will need to know.
If the GMCA stats identify no great increase in deaths, burials cremations 2018 to date. Given that there was No Pandemic, this we know. UK Government data supports.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid
https://www.youtube.com/c/PeerlessReads/videos
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This then goes with other NHS data collated to show the relatively small number of CoronaVirus only related cases, no underlying conditions to support the argument that projected deaths will fall in line with those vaccinated or jabbed with a recognise bio weapon, this was further identified
and confirmed by Govt SPI-M-O documents, Ian Vallance and Boris De Pfeffel Johnson in Government interim reports. https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/the-ferguson-file-whitty-leaks-vallance-permanent-lockdown-you-ve-been-played
The DNA changing consequences making those taking the jab, non human. The nano particulates - metals, mRNA content making those having taken the jab sick and the supporting knowledge set of impact of Electro Magnetic Waves through 5G and LED Street lighting 666 THz 450nm will
be a contributing factor in future sickness and death.
Those GP's, Surgeons and Nurses being silenced or having their licences to operate removed: See PJH law Document expanding on one specific GP's case:
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/vaxxing-kids-usa-uk-nuremberg-2-0-iom-1-9-21
This is the environment of planned genocide and control elements we have referred to since informing MP's, England & Wales Chief Constables, GMCA that has gone unacknoledged and unrebutted in the We The People process completed 22.12.20. https://www.we-the-people.co.uk/
Subject matter experts confirm No Virus, No Valid Test and there is NO Contagion therefore we have criminal activity that needs investigation. It starts here.
Your prompt attention to this matter is required. This is about outing the COVid Criminals and saving lives from those committing Genocide - Democide. Thanks

bruce - robert : lamb
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